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The decomposition method (“Stochastic systems,” Academic Press, New York, 
1983; “Nonlinear Stochastic Operator Equations,” Academic Press, New York, in 
press) is applied to the solution of nonlinear differential equations of the form 
Ly + Ny =x(t), where L is a linear differential operator and Ny is a nonlinear term 
of the form yy with y a decimal number. 0 1986 Academic PKSS, IIIC. 
The decomposition method [ 1,2] has now been applied to very wide 
classes of equations including nonlinear differential equations with broad 
classes of nonlinear terms. This paper deals specifically with results for 
equations of the form y’ + yy = 0, where y is a decimal number and 
y(O) = k. (Extension to cases d”y/dt” + yy = x(t) with appropriate given 
conditions is a simple generalization by the theory in the referenced work 
and need not be discussed here.) The method has two essential 
features-the decomposition of the solution into components y, to be 
determined and the generation of Adomian’s (A,) polynomials for the 
specific nonlinear term as discussed in [l-3]. For Ny = yy these are 
Ao=Y~ 
A, =YY;-‘Y, 
A, =YY~-‘~2 +(~)Y(Y-~)Y~-~Y: 
A,=~Y~-‘Y,+Y(~-~)Y~-~Y,Y~ 
+ (4) Y(Y - 1 NY - 2) YE- 3 v: 
A~=YY~-‘Y~+Y(Y--~)Y~-~C(~)Y:+Y,Y~I 
+ WY(Y- l)(Y-2) YF3YfY2 
+(~)Y(Y-~)(Y-~)(Y-~)Y~-~Y: 
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The equation to be solved is Ly = - Ny. Then L ‘Ly = - Lmm IiVy, 
where L- ’ = J:, [ ] dt. Consequently 
y = y(0) - L ‘Ny 
Writing y = C,TcO y, and Ny = C,“=, A, we have 
Consequently, 
Y, = ~(0) = k 
y, = -L-IA, = -k’t 
y, = -L-‘A, =yk2y-‘t2/2! 
y, = -y(2y- l)k3Y-2 t3/3! 
y, = y(2y - 1)(3y - 2) k4? ~ 3t4/4! 
and finally 
y(r)= f (- 1)” “il’ [py-(p- l)] kmy-(m-“t”“/(mn)! 
??I=0 p=O 
TABLE I 
1 y= 1.0 y= 1.1 y= 1.2 y = 1.3 y= 1.4 y= 1.5 y = 2.0 
0 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 
0.1 0.452 0.456 0.459 0.461 0.464 0.466 0.416 
0.2 0.409 0.416 0.421 0.427 0.432 0.436 0.455 
0.3 0.370 0.379 0.388 0.395 0.402 0.409 0.435 
0.4 0.335 0.347 0.357 0.361 0.376 0.384 0.417 
0.5 0.303 0.317 0.329 0.341 0.351 0.361 0.400 
0.6 0.274 0.290 0.304 0.317 0.329 0.340 0.384 
0.7 0.248 0.265 0.28 1 0.295 0.309 0.321 0.370 
0.8 0.225 0.243 0.260 0.275 0.289 0.302 0.356 
0.9 0.196 0.223 0.240 0.256 0.271 0.285 0.353 
1.0 0.183 0.204 0.222 0.239 0.254 0.268 0.328 
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TABLE II 
0 0.3183 
0.2 0.3129 
0.4 0.3078 
0.6 0.3030 
0.8 0.2984 
1.0 0.2941 
Choosing y(0) = k = 1 we can calculate y(t) with y as a parameter. Let us 
write this as y,(t), e.g., 
~~,~(t) = 0.5000 - 0.5OOOt + 0.5000t2/2 
- 0.5000t3/6 + 0.5000t4/24 - * .* , 
y Jt) = 0.5000 - 0.3536t + 0.3750t2/2 - 0.5303t3/6 
+ 0.9375t4/24 - ’ * ’ . 
The results are listed in Table I. The case y = 1 is, of course, the linear limit. 
Suppose the sam equation y = rc, i.e., 
dyfdt + y” = 0, ~(0) = k 
choosing k = l/rc we have the following results for a six-term 
approximation for y given by C:=, y, in Table II. Calculation of a 12-term 
approximation shows no change in these numbers. It is characteristic ofthe 
method that very rapid convergence results [2]. 
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